Ladders of Opportunity
Or.. How to Analyze your location, and use its economics to get money
from the government

So what’s the deal?
• Summary: This Ladders of Opportunity Initiative makes funds
available to public transportation providers to finance capital projects
to replace, rehabilitate, and purchase buses and related equipment
and to construct bus-related facilities, including programs of bus and
bus-related projects for assistance to subrecipients that are public
agencies, private companies engaged in public transportation, or
private non-profit organizations. Projects may include costs incidental
to the acquisition of buses or to the construction of facilities, such as
the costs of related workforce development and training activities,
and project development.
• (Source: http://www.fta.dot.gov/grants/13077_16008.html)

What is the Economics Behind
“Ladders of Opportunity”?
• It is a broad-based approach by the White House to develop a
sustainable economic model for growth of the middle class by
focusing on three broad areas:
• Enhancing access to work for individuals lacking ready access to
transportation, especially in low-income communities;
• Supporting economic opportunities by offering transit access to
employment centers, educational and training opportunities, and other
basic needs;
• Supporting partnerships and coordinated planning among state and local
governments and social, human service, and transportation providers to
improve coordinated planning and delivery of workforce development,
training, education, and basic services to veterans, seniors, youths, and
other disadvantaged populations

What does it mean to lack access to
transportation?
• For the walking / transferring community, a handy definition is that the stop or
line must be within 15 minutes walk
• TRB has set ideal stop spacing distance at 1250’ in urban areas (1/4 mile) and
2500’ in suburban fixed route areas (1/2 mile)
• In a real-world environment, look at your transit-using areas, and your major
commercial, downtown, medical and transfer-point areas. If there’s a long gap
between stops or lines, it means there’s a lack of transit buildout
• If a person doesn’t own a car or is low income and lacks cannot get totransport
aside of the “family and friends” plan, a person lacks access
• If a person does not understand that public transit is available, even if it is, this a
lack of transit information
• If a person is misinformed or afraid of public transportation, it can be said that
the person is not acting in his or her own self-interest or has a predisposed
negative attitude towards transit

“Low Income”
• What is a “low-income” community?
• There is no truly agreed upon definition, it can vary by program. HOWEVER…
• Experience in the matter lends to a few strong indicators:
• Census Tract Areas where poverty is greater than the median of similar-type areas
(urban/suburban/rural)
• Areas with a low-diversity of economic opportunity and high unemployment
• Areas of high immigration rate

• PLEASE NOTE: LOW INCOME DOESN’T NECESSARILY MEAN POOR!
• Examples such as Seniors and University Students can skew data!!!

What are employment centers, education
opportunities and basic needs?
• The definition of an employment center, according to TRB, is 1500
employed persons per square mile
• On a pragmatic basis, any area 1 sq. mile or smaller where the # of jobs is
significantly higher than the median is an employment center, including but
not limited to: downtown / core business districts hospitals, universities,
manufacturing sites, and malls.
• Educational opportunities are training centers, colleges, workforce
investment zones or any employer which significantly invests in or
reimburses for training (May require qualitative surveys)
• Basic needs are retail outlets for food, clothing, medicine and shelterrelated items. Not coincidentally, these retail outlets also serve as primary
employers of those needing opportunities

Partnerships and Coordinated Planning
• Encourages business, government and transport providers to work
together to help bring service to disadvantaged populations,
including, but not limited to:
• veterans, seniors, youths, people with disabilities, immigrant communities
and limited English proficiency areas

• The goal isn’t to create a bus for everyone, but rather to have a
system so that people can get where they want, to improve their
lives, at a reasonable overall systemic cost and fare

So much! How do I analyze all of it?
• The Census and the Labor Department have tools!
• They can even work together!
• First, call your GIS staff and tell them what you need, and see if
they’ve done this before
• This is a partnership, not a “fire and forget” missile; be clear that
there will be an interactive process and you expect data to be as near
accurate and timely as possible
• You will want to involve transit, planning, GIS and the business and
advocacy community where possible

Where do I go?

• Recognize this?
• American Fact Finder
• Why is it important?
• It is the best organized
dataset for what you
need.
• You need to do more than
download!
• What’s the difference between the
Census and the American
Community Survey?
• The Decennial Census is broad,
short and delivered to
everyone every 10 years
• The ACS is longer, detailed and
is generally paneled every 6
years. Available in 1, 3 and 5
year panels

So… how does poverty data look?
• Population by absolute numbers:

Use a good method. My preference is by tract. In
very dense areas, blockgroup data may be used
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